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Higgs & 
naturalness? 
 
Higgs and vacuum 
stability? 



     
•  Current experimental situation 
•  Theory developments 
•  Practical considerations for experimentalists 

 
 
Contents are mostly based on 
•  Degrande/Frederix/Hirschi/Wiesemann/Ubiali/Zaro, arXiv:1607.05291 

•  Thanks to Marco and Maria for discussions and feedback for this talk! 

•  MF/Klees/Krämer/Spira/Ubiali, arXiv:1409.5615 
•  LHC Higgs Cross Section WG reports 
•  Discussions in the H+ subgroup of the LHC H XS WG 

•  current conveners: S. Sekula, M. Ubiali, M. Zaro, MF 
M. Flechl, 2016/10/05: mH+ ≈ mt 2 

Outline 

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/
public-results/publications/HIG-13-001/
index.html 
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2HDM 
•  SM + additional complex scalar doublet 
•  5 Higgs bosons:  

•  neutral:  h, H, A 
•  charged: H+, H- 

•  Four types with FCNC suppression 
imposed by a Z2 symmetry 
•  MSSM: at tree-level, 2HDM type-II 

•  tan β: ratio of the vevs, v1/v2 
 

•  At tree-level, H+ processes 
(with fermions) depend only  
on two unknown parameters: 
mH+ and tan β.  

Alternatives of Z2 charge assignment 

Trilinear Higgs couplings to vector bosons (any 2HDM) 
and fermions (2HDM type-II) 
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H+ searches 
•  Sizable exclusion for light charged Higgs bosons 
•  Heavy charged Higgs bosons: large tan β for moderate mH+ excluded 
•  Have we missed an H+ discovery with mH+=160 GeV-200 GeV? 

•  No! 
•  But we could not make statements about exclusion or sensitivity so far. 

JHEP03 (2015) 088 Phys. Lett. B 759 (2016) 555-574 
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H+ production in the 2HDM 
•  Dominant production mode 

mH+<< mt: pp → tt → bWbH+   mH+>> mt: pp → tH+ + X 

MF/Klees/Krämer/Spira/Ubiali, arXiv:1409.5615 
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Intermediate mass region 

•  Both processes contribute 
•  Cannot neglect either for 145 GeV < mH+ < 200 GeV 
•  Cannot simply add them - interference effects, e.g. 

•  LO: gg→tbH+ with/without resonant top [4 FS] 
•  pp→tt→bWbH+: NLO contribution to gb→tH+  

 [5 FS] 
 

•  LO cross sections have large scale uncertainties 
(≈50%) and k factors (≈1.5, even higher for double-resonant case) 
 

•  Requirements for a solution: 
•  Account for interference: add processes coherently or use approximation 
•  At least at NLO-accuracy 
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Incoherent sum 

√s=14 TeV, 5FS, 
NWA. Resonant 
diagrams subtracted 
for gb→tH+ 

total 

via t→bH+ 
 

non-resonant tH+ 

Strategy I: use incoherent sum of both processes 
•  Disadvantages 

•  Only an approximation, need to add interference effects manually  
which cannot be done strictly consistently 

•  Advantages 
•  Can use state-of-the-art  

for both processes, i.e.  
NNLO+NNLL accuracy  
for ttbar production and  
both 4FS/5FS NLO  
results for heavy H+ 

•  Experiments: can  
simulate both  
processes separately,  
at NLO precision 

Berger/Han/Jiang/Plehn, arXiv:hep-ph/0312286 
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Interference 

interference effects are... 
•  negative 
•  4-8%, if 2nd b jet with pT>30 GeV is vetoed      [consistent with 0%] 
•  4-14%, if not 
•  may be large wrt tH+ at very low mH+... but this is irrelevant since tt 

dominates there 

Weydert, Frixione, Herquet, Klasen, 
Laenen, Plehn, Stavenga, White 
arXiv:0912.3430 

|Ratio-1|: ≈size of the interference  
  relative to the tH+ contribution 

 
pt,veto: veto on 2nd-hardest 
  B hadron with pT>X GeV 
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Incoherent sum: potential strategy 

•  Add contributions incoherently 
•  Cross sections 
•  Simulated events 

 
•  Assign either an additional systematic uncertainty or a correction of 

•  ≈5% if analysis requires 0 or 1 b-tagged jets (for H+→tb: up to 3?) 
•  ≈10% otherwise 

•  Very inelegant, but simple 
•  Checks needed: 

•  Make sure analysis cuts do not favor phase space where interference is 
enhanced 

•  Check differential distributions incoherent vs coherent sum 
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Coherent calculation 

•  Available in usable format since July: arXiv:1607.05291 
 

•  Advantage 
•  Well-defined, consistent, elegant 

•  Ultimately, the „right way“ to do it 

•  Disadvantages 
•  Potential discontinuities at transitions low->intermediate->high mass 
•  Cannot take advantage of existing results easily 

•  State-of-the-art ttbar cross sections 
•  4FS / 5FS NLO tH+ 

•  How to simulate events? 
 

Degrande/Frederix/Hirschi/Wiesemann/Ubiali/Zaro 
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Coherent calculation: overview 

•  Computation of the full process pp→H+W– bb 
•  Cannot take top quark width limit Γt→0; consider Γt=Γt (mH+, tan β) 

•  MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 
•  Improved with resonance-aware FKS subtraction (computation of real-

emission matrix elements and cancelation of infrared poles) 
•  For a type-II 2HDM     [but…] 

•  4 flavor-scheme =>massive b quarks, dedicated PDFs (PDF4LHC_nlo_nf4) 

•  Top width calculated at NLO as Γt (mH+, tan β) [complex-mass scheme] 
•  Fixed scale: µR=µF=125 GeV 

•  same as in 4FS calculation for mH+=200 GeV 
•  Light H+: usual choice is µF/R=mt [NNLO tt xsec used by LHC and PDG] 

•  mH+ range: 145 GeV-200 GeV 

arXiv:1607.05291 

FKS: subtraction of infrared 
singularities of real-emission  
matrix elements [MadFKS] 
 
Used also for single-top in  
a similar way 
 
-  Compute real-emission ME 
-  Combine with loop ME 
-  Integrate over phase space 
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Diagrams 

•  Diagrams with 0, 1 and 2 resonant top quarks contribute 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  Also: diagrams with neutral Higgs bosons 
• Dependence on h/H/A masses and α 
• mh=125 GeV, cos(β-α)≈0, mh/H/A<mW+mH± 
Δσ < 7% 

•  neglected  

arXiv:1607.05291 
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Results 

•  Good agreement with predictions for light and heavy H+ 

•  Note: comparison is really apples-to-apples: 
•  Scales are chosen such that they are continuous [µ=125 GeV / µ=(mt+mH++mb)/3] 
•  Light H+ is NLO consistently (including pp→tt) 
•  Heavy H+ is 4FS only 

arXiv:1607.05291 

Missing single- 
resonant contributions: 
tH+, tW 

Missing non-resonant  
contributions; 
size depends strongly 
on tan β 
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k factor, Uncertainties 
arXiv:1607.05291 

Scale uncertainties: 
  10%-20% [LO: 30%-50%] 
  - slight increase with mH+ 

   - increase with tan β 
     [due to scale  
       dependence of yb] 
 

      [µr, µf in (µ/2; 2µ)] 
 

PDF uncertainties: 
  2%-4% 
 
  [PDF4LHC15 
    procedure] 
   

k factor: 
  1.5-1.6, 
  only mild dependence 
  on mH+ and tan β 

Scale uncertainty 
at LO: 30-50% 
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tan β-dependence 

•  Charged Higgs boson production can be split in 3 terms: 
 
 
 
•   MadGraph has been extended to return the three σi values 
      => the cross section for any value can then be computed 
•  Unlike for pure heavy H+, need also to take the top-width  

dependence on tan β into account 
 
 

•  This relation can be used to factor in leading SUSY QCD 
NLO corrections (“delta b”) for a given MSSM scenario, or 
to translate from this type-II results to another 2HDM 
•  Since the three terms are not public, can only be done by the authors 
•  But there is another way…  

arXiv:1607.05291 
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Practical aspects of the coherent results 

The coherent calculations from an experimenters‘ perspective 

1.  Discontinuities at low/high thresholds 
2.  Delta b corrections 
3.  Other 2HDM 
4.  SM tt->bWbW background 
5.  Simulation 
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1. Discontinuities 

•  The new numbers are for mH+=145-200 GeV 
•  What happens when we use them together with the „official“ LHC H 

XS WG numbers for low/high mass? 
•  Some small discontinuities due to neglected diagrams – but in addition: 

 
•  At 145 GeV: Official numbers for mH+<<mt use 

•  A different ttbar cross section: NNLO+NNLL [vs NLO] 
•  A different scale choice: µ=125 GeV [vs µ=mt] 

•  At 200 GeV: 
•  Santander-matched 4FS / 5 FS [vs 4FS only] 

 
•  Will look ugly in practice. Can we do better? 

•  e.g. scale low-mass cross sections up by some f(NNLO/NLO) 
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2. SUSY QCD NLO corrections 

•  The leading SUSY QCD corrections can be added as usual for the 
heavy H+ case 
•  Δb corrections 
•  Same simple arithmetic trick to fold them in without knowledge of the 

three individual terms [from the LHC H XS WG twiki] 
•  Find the delta_b value corresponding to tb 
•  Calculate tbeff = tb/sqrt{1 + delta_b} 
•  Using the cross sections without SUSY-QCD NLO corrections, get the 

cross section which corresponds to tbeff (!) 
•  Multiply the result from the previous bullet with 1/(1 + delta_b) => this is 

your cross section 
 

•  Note that for tan β<10, non-factorizable corrections can become 
significant – O(10%) 
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3. Other 2HDM 

•  Up to corrections of O(mb/mt): 
 
•  type-I 2HDM: 

•  Unlike in type-II, the yb-term also scales with 1/tan2β 
•  yt-term dominates 
•  Use type-II cross section at tan β=1 
•  Rescale with cot β => type-I cross section + O(mb/mt) 

•  type-X and Y: same cross section as type-I and type-II 
•  Correct to all orders in QCD (but not EW) 

 
•  But: need to correct for the width consistently 

 [ factor Γt(new) / Γt(type-II, tan β=1) ] 
•  If you want to use this for serious business, probably better get in touch 

with the authors of arXiv:1607.05291 – they might provide the exact 
numbers if you ask nicely 

from arXiv:1409.5615 
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4. tt->bWbW background 

•  Normalization of the SM tt→bWbW background 
1.  measured cross section (LHC): unclear if biased by SM assumption 
2.  theoretical tt cross section (NNLO+NNLL) 

•  Need to take into account that B(t→bW)<1 
•  Trivial when using σ(tt)*BR(t→bH+)*BR(t→bW)*2  [mH+<<mt] 
•  For the full calculation: 

•  Γt is computed for each  
point mH+ / tan β 

•  Can calculate corresponding  
BR(t→bW) and use result to  
rescale SM tt→bWbW 

BR(t→bH+) using Γt from arXiv:1409.5615 
(private communication with Marco) 
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5. Simulation 

•  NLO+PS: Currently no code available 
 

•  Best (?) option: 4FS LO pp→H+W– bb (e.g. MadGraph), 
rescaled to the NLO cross sections 
•  Merged sample with up to +1j 
•  However, this is only valid if the k factor (NLO/LO) is roughly 

constant in the phase space regions we probe 
•  Currently, cannot test this assumption 
•  Improved MadGraph* can be modified to produce differential 

distribution at NLO accuracy 
•  Discussions have started 

*by Degrande/Frederix/Hirschi/Wiesemann/Ubiali/Zaro 
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Conclusions & outlook 
•  Intermediate mass region neglected in the past 

 
•  A lot of recent activities:  

•  first consistent coherent NLO calculations available 
 

•  Practical considerations may require a bit of massaging of the 
numbers 
•  Additionally, simulating events is tricky 
•  However, no more excuses for experiments to neglect this region  


